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COLOR MARKET

The unusual day pattern of this year’s JCK Las Vegas
show had many wondering if the Monday through Thurs-
day schedule would negatively impact traffic. The an-

swer is yes as traffic was visibly down compared to last year.
Some exhibitors estimated the attendance to be down by as
much as 25% to 30%. Many noted that buyers from mainland
China’s top companies had also stayed away this year. This
was expected, as China is still seeing a slowdown in the
economy and consumer spending is down. However,
dealers we spoke with felt that although attendance was
down, there were buyers, al-
beit buying mostly to fill their
immediate needs. Many also
were taking notes and photos
of pieces to discuss with the
“decisions makers” at their
firms. But, if the people actu-
ally capable of making the buy-
ing decisions are not at the
show, then how are dealers
supposed to connect?

The AGTA section, which
opened on Sunday, was the
premier destination for any-
one serious about fine colored
gems. This year, the AGTA
show, where our company
Gemworld exhibits, had better
than expected traffic. Dealers
we spoke with noted that ac-
tual sales remain concentrated around the higher ends
goods. However, requests for gems in the mid-level price
point range was also slightly better than seen this year in Tuc-
son. The commercial end price points were active. 

Of the dealers that we spoke with, the majority expressed
disappointment for number of actuals sales made during
the show. Those that were more upbeat about sales noted
that buyers were looking at material beyond the big three.
We also observed there was one common thread that tied
all of those that had better than expected sales and that
was the preshow marketing they did to promote their

products and services via social media. Eric Braunwart of
Columbia Gem House noted, “Social media and in partic-
ular Instagram has become an important tool for reaching
new clients.” Eric explained that they have been able to
effectively reach younger buyers with information about
the company‘s transparent supply chain through social
media. Likewise, Mayer & Watt, who also experienced a
steady flow of traffic throughout the week has effectively
tapped into the marketing strength of the web to reach
clients through their App. The market is evolving and so-

cial media and web based
applications have quickly be-
come important tools for de-
veloping new clients and
servicing existing ones. 

In colored stones, there isn’t
a major new trend. There was
no new stone to captivate
buyers. Dealers report that
buyers are looking for good
buys in the standard prod-
ucts. Tourmalines, especially
rubellite, green and bicolor
are in demand. AGTA dealer
Evan Caplan was showing
some exceptionally fine col-
ored indicolite priced at $350
to $400 per carat. The mate-
rial exhibited the same fine
blue that has previously been

seen at prices of $500 per carat. The Paraiba and Cuprian
tourmaline continues to be one of the top selling gems
today. Prices have moderated and attractive, better quality
Mozambique material is available in the $2,500 to $5,000
per carat range for 2 to 4 ct sizes.

Several buyers that I spoke with indicated that they found
prices were negotiable this year, especially in ruby and
sapphire. Supplies of both ruby and blue sapphire are cur-
rently sufficient to meet demand. In sapphire, the Mon-
tana material continues to see a steady growth in
popularity in the US market. 

JCK LAS VEGAS SHOW, COLOR STEADY GOING
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Show traffic down and buyers mostly cautious. Social media increasingly important to marketing success.
Buyers reporting that prices more negotiable this year. Price corrections seen beyond corundum but mostly
modest. Green gems proving very popular this year.

FIGURE 1. A fine 5.63 ct Pakistani Peridot, courtesy of Palagems.com 
photography by Mia Dixon.
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Other gems that are reported in decent demand this year
are morganite and aquamarine. Morganite is stable,
while the popular 3 to 5 ct range for aquamarine has re-
portedly experienced a modest change in price in the
upper good through fine grades. Prices, we noted at the
show, were approximately 5% lower than expected in
these grades. 

It’s clear that green is a must have color for designers and
retailers this year. Dealers are reporting that requests for
diopside, peridot, tsavorite, emerald and green sapphire
are up. The current supply of peridot is good, except in the

extra fine material where some shortages were apparent.
Prices are stable at this point. Figure 1.

Prices for tsavorite are lower compared to levels seen last
year. A strong run up of prices during the past few years
had led to an easing in demand. However, with the Chi-
nese market less active, dealers are seeing move move-
ment in pricing for a number of gems, tsavorite among
them. Prices in the good and fine categories are down
about 10%. Given the strong popularity of the rich green
color that denotes tsavorite, we anticipate it to be one of
the more popular options with designers this year. u


